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himself within its safe confines, and repeats in examina-
tion the opinion of his professors. He largely
suppresses such private and personal judgments as he
may have formed, shrewdly suspecting that they may
bring him no credit with his examiners, and may even
call down upon him the blue pencil.
In great part our examination system is to blame
for this lack of freedom in educating the taste and
judgment of our students to independence: but it
is surely a matter of the first importance. At least
I have always thought so,
I remember once a distinguished external German
examiner—a German—who used to be unreasonably
wrathful if his candidates dared to express opinions
about Schiller at variance with orthodox German
opinion. And my French colleagues could no doubt
recall cases where Frenchmen have equally resented it
if an English student did not see eye to eye with
M. Lanson in the appreciation of great French writers.
It never seemed to occur to these foreign gentlemen
that an Anglo-Saxon mind—if it is honest with itself,
and looks at the literatures of other peoples with its
own eyes and not merely through foreign spectacles—
must necessarily see them in a different light from
the foreign nation. Goethe and Schiller—ComeiUe,
Racine, Moliere—if they are to have a formative
influence on our national life and taste, if they are,
as I have said, to add to our spiritual stature, must
have other values to us than to their own people:
just as to foreign peoples Shakespeare and Byron
are far from identical with the Shakespeare and
Byron we know at home. If we study foreign
literatures, as we perform foreign operas at Covent
Garden, in a foreign way, we shall no more make the
study of those literatures a pillar in our cultural
life than we shall ever attain a national opera. The
men who in the past have poured the beneficial stream
of foreign influence across England—men such as
Carlyle—were not those whose knowledge of the

